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We apply a robust and computationally efficient multigrid-driven algorithm for the simulation of time-dependent
three-dimensional incompressible bluff body wakes at low Reynolds numbers (Re less than or equal to 350). The
computational algorithm combines a generalized time-accurate artificial compressibility approach, a finite-volume
discretization in space, and an implicit backward discretization in time. The solution is advanced in time by performing
iterative 'pseudo-transient' steady-state calculations at each time step. The key to the algorithm's efficiency is a powerful
multigrid scheme that is employed to accelerate the rate of convergence of the pseudo-transient iteration. The computational
efficiency is improved even further by the application of residual smoothing and local pseudo time-stepping techniques, and
by using a point-implicit discretization of the unsteady terms. The solver is implemented on a multiprocessor IBM SP2
computer by using the MPI Standard, and a high parallel scalability is demonstrated. The low Reynolds number regime (Re
less than or equal to 500) encompasses flow transitions to unsteadiness and to three-dimensionality and attracts considerable
attention as an important step on the road to turbulence. In this regime, the slow asymptotics of the wake provide a
challenging test for numerical methods since long integration times are necessary to resolve the flow evolution toward a
limiting cycle. Our method is extended to three dimensions and applied for low Reynolds number flows over a circular
cylinder (Re less than or equal to 250) and a circular semi-cylinder (Re = 350). The computational results are found to be in
close agreement with the available experimental and computational data. (Author)
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1 Abstract
In recent years, a number of fast and accurate
computational algorithms have been developed for
solving steady-state Euler and Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. However, several fluid phenomena of great
industrial and scientific interest are inherently time-
dependent. These include, for example, wake flows,
turbulent flows, and free-surface flows. In the
present work we apply a robust and computation-
ally efficient inultigrid-driven algorithm for the sim-
ulation of time-dependent three-dimensional incom-
pressible bluff body wakes at low Reynolds numbers
(Re < 350).

The computational algorithm combines a gen-
eralized time-accurate artificial compressibility ap-
proach, a finite-volume discretization in space, and
an implicit backward discretization in time. The so-
lution is advanced in time by performing iterative,
"pseudo-transient" steady-state calculations at each
time step. The key to the algorithm's efficiency is a
powerful multigrid scheme that is employed to accel-
erate the rate of convergence of the pseudo-transient
iteration. The computational efficiency is improved
even further by the application of residual smooth-
ing and local pseudo-time stepping techniques, and
by using a point-implicit discretization of the un-
steady terms. The solver is implemented on a mul-
tiprocessor IBM SP2 computer by using the MPI
Standard, and a high parallel scalability is demon-
strated.

Bluff cylindrical body wakes are being actively
investigated by a number of authors with the fo-
cus on the mechanism of momentum and vorticity
transport [3], [26], [40] and on the active control
of the wake structure [28]. The low Reynolds num-
ber regime (Re < 500) encompasses flow transitions
to unsteadiness and to three-dimensionality and at-
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tracts considerable attention as an important step
on the road to turbulence. In this regime, the slow
asymptotics of the wake provide a challenging test
for numerical methods since long integration times
are necessary to resolve the flow evolution toward a
limiting cycle. Our method is extended to three-
dimensions and applied for low Reynolds number
flows over a circular cylinder (Re < 250) and a cir-
cular semi-cylinder (Re = 350). The computational
results are found to be in a close agreement with the
available experimental and computational data.

2 Nomenclature
R cylinder radius

Cd drag coefficient of a cylinder Cd =
d coefficient of lift

Cpi, base pressure coefficient Cpb —
180" from the front stagnation point

Ut body velocity
St Strouhal number
w vector of flow variables
fj Euler flux vectors
Sj viscous flux vectors

Tij viscous stress tensor
H(wijk) flux residual for cell i,j,k

TV modified residual
t real time

t" pseudotime
At implicit real time step

p static pressure
Poo static pressure at the far field

u Cartesian velocity vector
m Cartesian velocity components

Umeshi mesh Cartesian velocity components
t/oo free stream velocity, velocity scale
Un contravariant velocity
an artificial speed of sound
Sij Kronecker delta
A, characteristic wave speeds

Xni metric coefficients iu i,j and k direction
n surface normal vector

Vijk volume of i,j,k cell
n,<9H cell element and its boundary



3 Introduction

Recent advances in numerical methods and in par-
allel computing technology make it possible at the
present time to simulate stationary viscous flows
around complex aerospace geometries in a matter
of hours. In particular, the finite-volume method of
A. Jameson and L. Martinelli, originally proposed
for compressible flow calculations, allows the com-
putation of steady-state solutions of the Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes equations on meshes with
~ 1.8 -106 nodes in less than 1.5 hours. However, a
wide range of flow problems can not be adequately
modeled with the time-independent governing equa-
tions. In particular, flow around a maneuvering sub-
marine, sea keeping problems, various wake and tur-
bulent flows fall into this category. Time-dependent
computations in three dimensions require both a
very fast CPU and a very large memory and often
present a challenge even for the most powerful mod-
ern computers. The difficulty of unsteady flow sim-
ulations is fundamentally more complex than just
an increase of the problem dimensionality by one.
Unlike the spatial dimensions, the temporal span
can not be decomposed in subdomains and paral-
lelized, because the time stepping can only be per-
formed sequentially. This work is motivated by a
great practical interest in time-accurate and compu-
tationally efficient algorithms for unsteady viscous
flow simulations. In particular, we extend an im-
plicit multigrid-drivcn approach, originally proposed
in references [5], [6], to three dimensions and validate
it for low Reynolds number flows (Re < 350) around
a circular cylinder and a circular half-cylinder.

In calculations of incompressible flow, the continu-
ity equation imposes a time-independent solenoidal-
ity constraint on the velocity field. The governing
system of equations does not include a temporal evo-
lution term for pressure thus precluding application
of straightforward time marching techniques. This
difficulty can be circumvented by casting Chorin's
artificial compressibility concept [8] into an implicit
time-accurate technique. In particular, the artificial
compressibility method is applied at each time step,
i.e. an unsteady problem is converted into a number
of iterative, "pseudo-transient" steady state compu-
tations. The dual time stepping idea dates back to
the pioneering work of Peyret [27], and it received
considerable attention in literature. In recent years,
this strategy has been applied by Taylor and Whit-
field [35] by coupling a Newton iteration scheme with
an upwind flux-difference splitting scheme, and by
Rogers and Kwak[33] using an implicit line relax-
ation scheme in pseudo-time. Miyake et al. [25] used
an explicit, up to second order accurate discretiza-
tion in time, and a rational Runge-Kutta scheme
for the subiterations. As was proposed by Jameson
for compressible flow calculations [21], a multigrid

scheme can be employed at each time step to expe-
dite convergence of the subiterations. A similar ap-
proach can be applied for incompressible flow com-
putations since, as it has been shown by Rizzi and
Erikkson [31], the artificial compressibility precondi-
tioning renders the pseudo-transient system hyper-
bolic (in the inviscid case), thus allowing for the ap-
plication of standard compressible flow algorithms
to march toward a steady state in pseudo-time.

Our method, originally presented in refer-
ences [5], [6], for two-dimensional problems, com-
bines the advantages of the artificial compressibility
preconditioning, backward implicit time discretiza-
tion and the very efficient finite-volume multigrid
acceleration technique. The resulting scheme has
favorable numerical stability properties in physical
time, achieves fast convergence in pseudo-time and,
due to the local spatial support and explicit na-
ture of the pseudo-transient subiterations, is highly
amenable to parallel implementation. Additional
algorithmic improvements include a point-implicit
treatment of the unsteady terms, approximately
nonreflective characteristic far-field boundary con-
ditions, and parallel implementation using the Mes-
sage Passing Interface (MPI) Standard. The main
features of the present algorithm are outlined in the
following sections and are explained in more detail
in reference [7].

4 Governing Equations
The governing equations of the flow considered
arc the nonlinear time-dependent incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations of a laminar, constant vis-
cosity flow without body forces.

Let p, ui denote the pressure and Cartesian ve-
locity components respectively, where 1=1,2,3. Con-
sider a control volume fi with boundary d£l which
moves with Cartesian velocity components umeshi-
If the total volume enclosed by fi does not change
with time, the equations of motion of the fluid can
be compactly written in the following integral nondi-
mensional form

where w is the vector of flow variables

the fj, sj are the Euler and the viscous flux vectors



correspondingly

U\(Ui — Umeshi)

. ' si =
(Ui — Umesht ) + P$3i

The dimensionless viscous stress tensor is

TH - We

where Re = ^f^- is the Reynolds number, v is the
kinematic viscosity, Uoo,L are the velocity and the
length scales of the problem, and Im is the modified
identity matrix annihilating the temporal derivative
of pressure from the continuity equation

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

A cell-centered formulation is employed in the
present method so that, when applied independently
to each cell in the mesh domain, Equation (1) results
in a set of ordinary differential equations of the form

Tm
(2)

where Vy/t is the volume of the i,j, k cell and the
residual 7?.(wjj^) is obtained by evaluating the sum
of the inviscid and viscous flux integrals. The de-
tails of the discretization of the viscous fluxes are
described in [23] and will not be presented here. The
convective fluxes are approximated with central dif-
ferences in space, and a third order artificial dissi-
pation term is added in conservation form in order
to prevent the odd-even decoupling stemming from
the central differencing of convective terms.

Equation (2) can be simplified as follows

Im - |(wyfc V i j k ) + K(wijk) = 0, (3)

where wyt are the integral averages of flow variables
w taken in each computational cell i, j, k. The cell
volumes can be factored out since they do not change
in computation. Equation (3) can be approximated
implicitly as follows (subscripts i,j, k are dropped
for clarity)

I n+1 = 0, (4)

where n + 1 denotes to the current time level w —
wn+i 'pkg flj fa operator is approximated by an
implicit backwards difference scheme [12] of the fol-
lowing form

In particular, for a third order discretization in time
Equation (4) becomes

± Im • (pi [w V] + P2 [wnVn] + P3

+P4 = 0, (6)

where p = (11/6, -3,3/2, -1/3). The third or-
der discretization is stiffly stable, while a sec-
ond order scheme, given by the coefficients p =
(3/2, -2, 1/2,0), is A-StabIc[9].

It is convenient at this point to define the modified
residual TV (w) as

m (7)
9=1

which is driven to zero at each mesh point i,j,k, at
each time step by marching toward a steady state in
the fictitious time (pseudotime) t*.

4.1 Local Preconditioning
In the limit of incompressible flow sound waves
travel infinitely fast in all directions and dominate
the flow. The disparity in the sound and convective
wave speeds makes the governing system of equa-
tions ill-conditioned. In order to render the system
of equations more suitable for numerical computa-
tion, a local preconditioning matrix Pr is introduced
yielding

+Pr .7T(w)=0, (8)

where

Pr =

r2 o o o
o 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

The parameter F is selected to improve the rate
of convergence in pseudotime. Since the unsteady
terms enter the modified residual as source terms,
and do not affect the range of the wave speeds
present in the system (8), the preconditioning sug-
gested by Rizzi and Eriksson [30], and later by
Dreyer [10] can be used. It is adopted in the follow-
ing form

0 = 1

where d = 0.25 and C? = 1. Let us define the
scaled contravariant mesh and flow velocities as fol-
lows

Un = Xni • Ui
llmeshn — l*-ni '^meshit

where n stands for i,j or k and the Xni are the met-
ric coefficients of the corresponding coordinate di-
rection. The corresponding spectrum of eigenvalues



is then given by where 8^ denotes the second difference operator and

AI = Un — Wmes/i

A2 = Un — Umesh.

A3 = (Un - -Umesh) + an

A4 — (Un - -Umesh) - an

The artificial speed of sound an is

(9)

n ~ \ • Umesh)2 + T2

Since F can never be zero, the four eigenvalues can
not have the same sign. The pseudo-transient flow
is therefore always "subsonic" , i.e. it corresponds to
the proper domain of dependence in incompressible
flow computations.

The Jacobian matrices and the left and right
eigenvectors, corresponding to the pseudocompress-
ibility approach formulated in three dimensions, can
be found in [32].

Equation (8) represents an explicit set of ordinary
differential equations to be solved at each time step.
It is easy to see that, once the steady state in pseu-
dotime t* is achieved, the modified residuals 72.* (w)
are driven to zero at each mesh point, yielding the
solution of Equation (6) at the new, n + l time level.
Then, the time levels in Equation (6) are shifted by
minus one, and the new steady state problem is set
up. Thus, the original unsteady problem (3) is con-
verted into several steady state calculations in t*.
A five-stage scheme is used to advance the solution
in pseudotime. Since the details of the pseudotran-
sient evolution are immaterial, a number of powerful
convergence acceleration techniques are employed.
In particular, a full approximation multigrid, point-
implicit local pseudotime stepping and residual av-
eraging are applied as explained in the following sec-
tions.

4.2 Artificial dissipation
In order to prevent odd-even decoupling, stemming
from the central differencing of convective terms, a
third order artificial dissipation term is added to
spatial residuals 72(w). This term is constructed in
conservative form and premultiplied by the inverted
preconditioning matrix as follows

= C(w) - D(w) (10)

where C(w), D(w) are the convective and viscous
terms and d{^ are the cell boundary fluxes (the n
below stands for i, j or fc)

= (wn+i -wn)-2-min(Rn,Rn+i)
- (wn - wn_ t) • 2 •

where e is a scaling factor, e = 1/64, and Rn is a
spectral radius in i,j or k direction, derived from
Ai,2,s,4 by using equations (9)

Rn = max(\Un - umesh\, \Un - -umesh\ an) (12)

One can see that, should the spectral radii be con-
stant across the neighboring cells, the artificial dissi-
pation term reduces to the sum of scaled undivided
fourth differences of the flow variables. A simpler ar-
tificial dissipation model is employed on the coarser
meshes of the multigrid cycle, which is obtained from
the one described above by omitting the J£ opera-
tors in Equation (11).

4.3 Point-implicit pseudotime step-
ping

A five-stage generalized Runge-Kutta type scheme
is used to advance the solution in pseudo-time. The
scheme originates from the base scheme optimized
for faster rate of convergence in steady state viscous
computations [23]. A straightforward application of
this scheme to unsteady flow calculations amounts
simply to replacing the spatial residual 72(w) with
the modified residual 72.* (w).

w(n+l,0) _ wn

w(n+l,l) = w(n+l,0) _

w(n+l,,) _ w(n+l,0) _

wn+l = w'9',

(13)

The 72*(w)(n+ll9) denotes the q + 1st stage up-
date of the modified residual. It is not simply com-
puted based on the current value of the last up-
date w(n+1>?) but rather is comprised of a linear
combination of convective and dissipative contribu-
tions, evaluated on the current q-th and previous
r = 0,1, ...,q—1 stages [23], plus the unsteady terms.
It is convenient to separate the unsteady source term
at the current time level from the rest of the modi-
fied residual 72* (w) given by the Equation (7)

72-* (w) =72.**(w) +1m iV w
AT"'

(14)

where 72-** (w) includes the spatial residual 72(w)
and the unsteady source terms coming from the pre-
vious time levels only (which remain constant in t*),
It is easy to see from Equations (13) and (14) that



the unknown source term shifts the Fourier sym-
bol of the augmented residual operator to the left
along the negative real axis. The shift is propor-
tional to I/At and leads to a stability bound on the
pseudotime step At* relative to the physical time
step At, if an explicit scheme is used. This sta-
bility constraint may have a negative effect on the
computational efficiency of the algorithm when fine
temporal resolution is required. In the present al-
gorithm, this restriction is relaxed by employing a
point-implicit Runge-Kutta method, first proposed
in reference [24] for compressible flow computations.
The source terms are regarded on the left-hand side
of the pseudotime stepping scheme, i.e. treated im-
plicitly. The point-implicit multistage scheme used
in the present work can therefore be written as
(omitting the n + 1 index for clarity)

w (i)

I + I
m At*

At
(15)

Tin

n+l _w

where I is the identity matrix and, since the conti-
nuity equation has no unsteady terms, the point-
implicit construction only affects the momentum
equations.1

The point-implicit construction rescales the sta-
bility region of the multistage scheme such that the
pseudotime step At* is decoupled from the physical
time step At, reference [24], and can be determined
solely as required by the spatial operator 7£(w). For
Euler calculations a conservative estimate is given
by

~ R; + Rj + Rk
where spectral radii Ri,Rj and Rk are computed
by using equations (12). In Navier-Stokes computa-
tions the denominator is augmented by the viscous
term Rv, computed as in reference [23].

4.4 Multigrid
The multigrid scheme is a full approximation scheme
defined as in reference [20]. This convergence ac-
celeration technique takes advantage of corrections,

1Note also that the multigrid and the residual smoothing
must still operate on the full residual K*(W), not on the
7J**(w), since it is the 1t*(w) which must reach zero upon
convergence.

computed on a series of successively coarser meshes,
driven by the residuals accumulated on the finest
mesh. These corrections are then bilinearly inter-
polated on the finer mesh. The time stepping on
the coarser meshes in a multigrid cycle effectively
speeds up information transfer within the compu-
tational domain and provides fast smoothing of the
long wavelength error modes on the finest mesh.

The implementation is as follows. Denote the
grids by a subscript k. Start with a time step on
the finest grid k = 1. Transfer the solution from a
given grid to a coarser grid by a transfer operator
Pk,k-i, so that the initial state on grid k is

w>!0) = Pk.i

Then on grid k the multistage time stepping scheme
is reformulated as

u^=wM-anAt* Gk) ,

where the residual Rf. * is evaluated from current
and previous values as above. The forcing function
Gk is defined as the difference between the aggre-
gated residuals transferred from grid k — 1 and the
residual recalculated on grid k. Thus

Gk = Qk,k-iR*

where Qk,k-i is another transfer operator. On the
first stage the forcing term Gk simply replaces the
coarse grid residual by the aggregated fine grid resid-
uals. The accumulated correction on a coarser grid
is transferred to the next higher grid by an interpo-
lation operator Ik-i,k so that, the solution on grid
k — 1 is updated by the formula

7fc_i,fc (wk -

The whole set of grids is traversed in a W-cyde in
which time steps are only performed when moving
down the cycle.

4.5 Boundary Conditions
In the present method, the boundary conditions are
imposed as follows.

1. A single-level halo of fictitious cells is added to
the mesh.

2. The analytical boundary conditions are dis-
cretized on the boundary separating the interior
of the computational domain and the halo.

3. Based on this discretization, variables at ficti-
tious cells we are derived.

4. In the computation, the interior cells adjacent
to the boundary are treated identically to the
cells in the bulk of the flow.



5. The external variables we are updated each
time when the interior variables are updated,
i.e. on every physical time step, pseudo-time
step and stage of the multistage pseudo-time
scheme.

4.5.1 Solid Boundary

For viscous calculations, a no-slip condition is im-
posed on the solid boundary by setting the flow
velocity equal to that of the body, u = VLmeah-
The velocity in a fictitious cell is then computed
as ui = 2umesh — U2, where 112 is a velocity vec-
tor in the interior cell adjacent to the solid surface.
In a cell-centered approach, the pressure at the wall
must be computed from the interior values of the
flow variables. For high Reynolds number flows and
a non-accelerating body the approximation of a zero
pressure gradient normal to the surface can be used
to compute the pressure. However, since the present
work addresses the low Reynolds number regime,
Re < 350, a balance between the normal compo-
nent of the viscous stress, body acceleration and the
pressure gradient is used to compute the pressure
gradient

I U- I

dP_
dn

dM-surface

~dt '
where summation in i and j is assumed. The second
order accurate central difference discretization of the
^ at the solid boundary then allows one to com-
pute an approximation for the pressure. Note that
in the parallel implementation (discussed in the fol-
lowing section) this boundary condition has a higher
computational cost as compared to the zero pressure
gradient approximation - an extra message with the
velocity component updates has to be exchanged by
the processors in order to compute the viscous stress
tensor.

4.5.2 Periodic Approximation

The three-dimensional calculations performed in the
present work simulate a body of infinite span by
employing periodic boundary conditions along the
spanwise direction. This assumption imposes two
equality constraints which specify the variables in
fictitious cells, as illustrated in Figure (1). The lim-
itations of a spanwise periodicity assumption and its
effects on the computed flow solution still remain a
topic of active research and are discussed in more de-
tail in reference [4]. Note that the present method
allows for arbitrary boundary conditions, consistent
with the governing flow equations, to be imposed
along the spanwise direction which includes a side
wall or zero spanwise gradient possibilities. This
illustrates a flexibility advantage of the present ap-
proach versus the quasi three-dimensional discretiza-
tion using Fourier modes.

_U_LJ

Figure 1: Spanwise Periodic Boundary Conditions
(Top View of the Computational Domain).

4.5.3 Far-Field Boundary

On the outer boundaries, approximate non-
reflecting far-field boundary conditions are con-
structed based on the linearized characteristics ap-
proach to improve accuracy and the rate of con-
vergence in pseudotime. This formulation does not
separate the boundary into inflow and outflow seg-
ments, but rather treats the entire domain boundary
in a uniform way. This is accomplished by recombin-
ing the appropriate information both from the flow
interior wmt and from the free-stream values w°° at
each boundary segment2 so that incoming and out-
going waves are distinguished and properly treated.
This approximation aims at propagating the waves
out of the computational domain with minimal im-
pediment from the boundary conditions, thus help-
ing the flow to evolve toward the converged state.

The general procedure described in the beginning
of this Section is followed in formulating the far-field
boundary conditions. A single level halo of fictitious
cells is added to the grid, and the corresponding far
field values are initially taken to be equal to the free
stream values. Each time the flow variables are up-
dated, the linearized characteristic problem is solved
along the direction normal to the boundary of the
computational domain.3 In the current implementa-
tion, the spanwise velocity component ^3 is treated
as a passive scalar, and it is either extrapolated from
the interior of the computational domain, or is taken
to be equal to its free stream value, depending on the
local flow direction. In order to determine p, MI, and

2The interior variables are taken at the cell-centers of the
outmost radial coordinate layer of the computational domain.

3The formulation assumes that the pseudo-transient waves
impinge normally upon the boundary, which is particularly
justified for the topology of the O-meshes used throughout
this work.



«2 in the fictitious cells, a two-dimensional similarity
transform of the Jacobian matrix [33] is computed
on the outer boundary of the domain at each stage
of the Runge-Kutta scheme. The characteristic vari-
ables are defined as follows

w
w

•char _ T"i-

= T
w
wc/lar, (16)

where T, T""1 are the similarity matrices defined in
reference [33]. Depending on the sign of the corre-
sponding wave speed in Equation (9), the character-
istic variables in the dummy cells are either interpo-
lated from the interior of the domain, or computed
from the free stream values. In particular,

.,char sign(A; - •wjnt- sign(Aj - e) - 1

where i — 1,2,3 and sign is a Heaviside step func-
tion. Here e is a small constant (e = 10~13) which
serves to prevent oscillations due to roundoff errors
when AI ~ 0 (i.e. when the local flow velocity is
tangential to the domain boundary). Finally, the
fluxes on the far field boundary are calculated using
the velocity and pressure values in the fictitious cells,
recovered using the inverse similarity transform (16).

Better approximations to the characteristic far-
field boundary conditions can be constructed using
the full three-dimensional similarity transform pro-
posed in reference [32]. Implementation of these
conditions and the comparative analysis with the
present formulation identifies an important area for
future research.

5 Parallel implementation
Fast processors and large internal memory are typi-
cally required to obtain time-resolved Navier-Stokes
solutions in practical geometries. One of the modern
approaches to this problem is to employ parallel ar-
chitectures. An efficient parallel implementation of
the computational algorithm and assessment of its
scalability are, therefore, integral parts of the flow
solver development. These issues are discussed in
the following sections.

5.1 Domain Decomposition
The flow solver is parallelized by using the Mes-
sage Passing Interface (MPI) Standard on an IBM
SP2 multiprocessor computer. The single program,
multiple data (SPMD) approach is employed. An
identical set of instructions is loaded in each proces-
sor. To provide each node with its subset of global
data, the computational domain is partitioned into
np = m x rij x n/. subdomains, where np is the to-
tal number of processors used. Since there is no
mesh adaptation, a static domain decomposition is

only performed at the beginning of each calculation,
and it is sufficient to provide for a nearly perfect
load balancing. One master processor collects global
information such as the maximum and root mean
squared residuals, aerodynamic forces on the body,
etc. This minor overhead is the only difference in
computational load between the processors.

The computation on each processor can not pro-
ceed independently of the other nodes since the up-
dates of the variables next to the subdomain bound-
ary require information stored outside of its parti-
tion. Communication between the subdomains is
achieved by passing a double or a single-level halo
of the boundary variables every time they are up-
dated. The stencil of the artificial dissipation model,
Equation (10), extends as far as two cells out of
the computational subdomain and thus calls for a
double-level halo to be passed on the main mesh.
A simpler artificial dissipation model is employed
on the coarser meshes of the multigrid cycle which
only requires passing of a single level halo. The
halo's corner variables must be exchanged due to the
stencil of the viscous flux discretization employed
in the present method (reference [23]). The stencil
is illustrated in Figure (2) for the two-dimensional
case. This can be accomplished without direct di-

Physical dissipation

Figure 2: Double Level Halo for the Navier-Stokes
Calculations.

agonal communication between the processors by
applying single sweeps along each coordinate direc-
tion and including the overlapping end values, as
shown schematically for 2-D case in Figure 2. On
the outer boundaries of the computational domain,
void IDs are specified for the missing neighbors and
the message passing along these boundaries is dis-
abled. Along the spanwise direction, the coinputa-



tional domain is considered to be periodically closed
on itself which defines the corresponding neighbor
ID assignments on the outer spanwise boundaries.

5.2 Nonblocking Communication
The major obstacle in achieving the ideal paral-
lel performance sterns from the interprocessor com-
munication costs due to both bandwidth and la-
tency limitations of the available hardware. One of
the possible ways of performance improvement is to
overlap communication and computation by combin-
ing nonblocking communication with an appropriate
structure of the message passing calls in the pro-
gram.

In nonblocking communication, two calls are nec-
essary to send a message buffer. The send start
call returns control to the program immediately af-
ter the send has been posted. The program can
then proceed with computation, autonomously of
the communication call handled by the communi-
cation controller. To verify that the outgoing buffer
was safely copied out by the controller, an additional
send complete call is necessary. The nonblocking
receive operation consists of the two similar stages,
accomplished by correspondingly receive start and
receive complete calls.

Whenever possible, nonblocking communication
has been used throughout the flow solver. The fol-
lowing schematic arrangement of the calls has been
adopted in the communication subroutine (in two-
dimensions), see Figure 2

1. Post the nonblocking receive start calls for all
four i, j neighbors.

2. Package the outgoing buffer for the j~ (lower)
neighbor.

3. Immediately post a nonblocking send start for
the j~ neighbor.

4. Package the outgoing buffer for the j+ (upper)
neighbor.

5. Immediately post a nonblocking send start for
the j+ neighbor.

6. Wait for all pending j-sweep send and receive
calls to complete.

7. Retrieve data from the incoming buffers re-
ceived from j+,j~ neighbors.

8. Package the outgoing buffer for the i~ (left)
neighbor.

9. Immediately post a nonblocking send start for
the i~ neighbor.

10. Package the outgoing buffer for the i+ (right)
neighbor.

11. Immediately post a nonblocking send start for
the i+ neighbor.

12. Wait for all pending i-sweep send and receive
calls to complete.

13. Retrieve data from the incoming buffers re-
ceived from i+,i~~ neighbors.

14. Return to the main program.

The very first step of posting the nonblocking re-
ceive start calls helps to avoid system buffering and
memory-to-memory copying by allowing the infor-
mation to be provided early on the location of the
receive buffer. Note also that the j-sweep comple-
tion is enforced before the outgoing i-sweep informa-
tion can be sent. This ensures the proper transfer of
the corner variables, see Figure 2. Finally, the use
of the nonblocking send start calls allows to perform
the data packaging and retrieving functions concur-
rently with the communication calls.

5.3 Parallel multigrid
The acceleration techniques, such as multigrid and
residual smoothing, which are built in our method
rely on global information transfer within the com-
putational domain. Thus, care must be taken to
implement these inherently communication intensive
techniques on a distributed memory computer. The
calculations on the coarser meshes of a multigrid cy-
cle negatively affect parallel performance because of
the high task granularity (the ratio of the number of
bytes received by a processor to the number of float-
ing point operations it performs). For example, the
coarsest three-dimensional mesh may contain as few
as 8 cell-centered variables, yet the communication
routines have to pass its single level halo with a to-
tal of 56 cells. The communication overhead could
be reduced by updating flow variables on selected
stages of the multistage scheme only, but, as sug-
gested in [2], this leads to the prohibitive decrease
in the convergence rate. In the present work, a full
multigrid scheme is used, which reproduces exactly
the output of the original serial code in the absence
of residual smoothing (discussed below). Thus, the
boundary variables are exchanged on every mesh in
the multigrid cycle and on every stage of the pseu-
dotime stepping scheme. The double-level halo is
passed on the finest mesh to provide all necessary
values for the computation of the fourth order undi-
vided differences entering the artificial dissipation
term. The single-level halo is exchanged on the
coarser meshes due to the more compact artificial
dissipation model employed at the lower levels of
the multigrid cycle.

If the number of processors is increased while the
mesh size is kept constant, the progressively finer



subdomain partitioning may reduce the number of
multigrid coarsening levels which can be accom-
modated within each processor's subdomain. The
domain decomposition and multigrid scheme may
therefore conflict with each other in this limiting
case. One possible solution to this problem is to
send the coarsest mesh data from each processor
to a single "master" node which then will compute
the corrections in a serial fashion and redistribute
them back to the processors [2]. In the present
work, however, the typical subdomain sizes are suffi-
ciently large to allow five multigrid coarsening levels
to be accommodated within each subdomain. Con-
sequently, the "master" processor technique has not
been implemented in this study.

5.4 Implicit residual averaging
The residual smoothing technique [23] allows a
larger pseudo-time step to be used in the pseudo-
transient calculation. This technique requires the
solution of a tridiagonal system of equations along
each coordinate direction of the following form

(1 - If

The J| ,5^ and S1.. represent central second difference
operators; the eX ) B i Z are constants. Clearly, the re-
sulting augmented residuals R* depend upon R" on
the entire mesh (global smoothing). In the shared
memory parallel environment, the algorithm can be
easily implemented by repartitioning the computa-
tional domain parallel to the corresponding sweep
direction every time the direction of the inversion
sweep is changed. In the distributed memory en-
vironment, however, the repartitioning would incur
prohibitive communication costs and thus can not be
employed. A straightforward coordinate line inver-
sion using the mesh decomposition scheme described
in Section 5.1 would cause unacceptable idling times
of rip • (I — l/nm) processors, where m is the direc-
tion of a sweep. Special algorithms are available
for global inversion of banded matrices on the dis-
tributed memory architectures, as summarized in
reference [11]. The drawback of these algorithms is
that they require approximately 3 times more float-
ing point iterations than the original Thomas algo-
rithm [11] plus the additional communication over-
head.

Note that, unlike the tridiagonal inversions used
in the time-accurate implicit line-relaxation algo-
rithms, the residual inversion does not have to
be performed exactly. It can be safely truncated
to comply with the domain decomposition scheme,
i.e. confined within each subdomain (subdomain
smoothing). The truncation only affects the rate
of convergence of the pseudo-transient calculations,
but has no effect on the resulting converged solution.

The interprocessor boundaries remain fully trans-
parent for the flow and no artificial boundaries are
being created. The subdomain smoothing has opti-
mum parallel efficiency and it proved to match the
convergence speedup of the global smoothing in the
parallel test calculations discussed below. Similar
findings have been also reported in reference [1].

6 Results and Discussion
A preliminary validation of the basic algorithm with
multigrid has been presented for two-dimensional
time-dependent Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
in references [5], [6]. Also, time-accurate Euler cal-
culations on unstructured grids have been discussed
in [22]. In this work, we extend our algorithm to
three dimensions and further validate it versus ex-
perimental data available for low Reynolds number
wake flows (Re < 350) around cylindrical bodies.
The range of low Reynolds numbers considered in
the present work allows to focus on validation of
the basic time marching numerical algorithm free
of turbulence modelling issues. The slow asymp-
totics in this flow regime provide a challenging test
for numerical methods, since long integration times
are necessary to resolve the wake evolution toward
a limiting cycle. The computational complexity of
time resolved three-dimensional flow simulations is
conveyed by the following considerations. Although
the implicit formulation used in the present algo-
rithm essentially removes the stability restriction on
the time step employed, around 40 time steps are
still necessary to accurately resolve each shedding
cycle. This may require as many as 4000 time steps
to let the flow fully evolve and reveal its asymp-
totic behavior. Even on a relatively coarse mesh
with 96x64x32 cells, this leads to a problem with
as many as 4000 x 96 x 64 x 32 ~ 800,000,000 points in
the space-time computational domain. The present
study demonstrates feasibility of computations of
this size using only 6 processors of the IBM SP2
(RS6000/590 wide nodes) and includes an assess-
ment of accuracy, parallel scalability, and overall ef-
ficiency of the present computational algorithm.

6.1 Vortex Shedding from a Circular
Cylinder

Flow past a circular cylinder is one of the classical
problems in fluid dynamics encompassing, at differ-
ent Reynolds numbers, a wide variety of fascinat-
ing fluid phenomena - from parallel vortex shedding
and famous von Karman vortex street (Re > 50)
to an aerodynamic drag crisis (Re ~ 5 x 105). The
comprehensive experimental and numerical evidence
accumulated for this problem makes it one of the
most valuable benchmarks for testing and compar-



ing numerical methods. At low Reynolds numbers,
a number of vortex shedding phenomena have been
accurately captured using our two-dimensional flow
solver, as explained in references [5], [7]. These in-
clude transition of the flow to the unsteady regime
at 47 < Rec < 48 and the spanwise indepen-
dent, so called "parallel" shedding regime [37] at
50 < Re < 180. According to reference [37], at
Reynolds numbers higher than Re ~ 180 the flow
becomes unstable to three-dimensional disturbances
which makes the two-dimensional approximation in-
adequate.

Here we present three dimensional results and ex-
tend the range of Reynolds numbers considered to
Re < 250. In particular, results of three-dimensional
computations, performed at Reynolds numbers 150,
225, and 250, are presented to both validate the
multigrid-driven implicit algorithm for flow transi-
tion to three-dimensionality and to assess its parallel
computational efficiency in three-dimensions.

6.1.1 Relevant Experimental and Computa-
tional Data

The unsteady laminar vortex shedding from a circu-
lar cylinder at low Reynolds numbers has been stud-
ied both experimentally and numerically by a num-
ber of authors, and it still remains a topic of active
research. A comprehensive experimental data set for
these flows can be found in works by Williamson and
collaborators [36]-[41]. On the computational side,
a detailed numerical study of the vortex shedding
at 25 < Re < 300 has been performed by Hender-
son and Barkley by using an unstructured spectral-
element method, references [16], [15], [17] and [4].

Experiments conducted by Williamson and
Roshko, reference [37], indicate that the flow around
a circular cylinder is stationary up to approximately
Rec — 49. The majority of experimental results dis-
cussed in literature (tabulated in reference [19]) sug-
gest that the transition to vortex shedding occurs in
the interval 43 < Rec < 49. The experimental stud-
ies reported in references [13], [37] indicate that
a spanwise independent parallel shedding can be ob-
served in the range of approximately 49 < Re < 180,
provided that special care is taken to control the
end effects. Above Re = 180, three-dimensional
shedding modes are observed. A continuous relation
St(Rc] of the form

St(Re) = —+B C-Re, (17)

where A, B and C are constants, was proposed by
Williamson [36] to describe the parallel vortex shed-
ding, which is believed to be accurate within 1 %.
The relationship (17) is often referred to as the "uni-
versal curve", since, as it was originally proposed by
G.Brown and shown in [36], experimental data for

Source
[36]
34]
15]

[37]
[15]

Quantity
St
St
St

Cpb
Cpb

A
-3.3265
-4.50
-3.3658
-14.3500
-10.1090

B
.1816
.212
.1831
.6950
.6380

C -104

1.600
— -

1.627
16.920
20.570

Table 1: The coefficients of the "universal
curve" (Equation 17).

the three-dimensional oblique shedding also collapse
on this curve, provided that the Strouhal number is
scaled with the inverse cosine of the shedding angle.
Furthermore, a relationship of the same form (17),
used with a different set of values for A, B and C,
closely approximates the variation of the base pres-
sure coefficient Cpb(Rc) with Reynolds number.

The experimental St(Re) data of Williamson [36]
are shown in Figure 3 for the range 49 < Re < 250
by a solid line with the ticks indicating an esti-
mated accuracy of ±1%. Several other experimen-

VISCOUS FLOW OVER A CIRCULAR CVLINDCFV

• • Batov. Marthfllli and Jarrwson, 2-0 Sow. Qrkj 12ax13a
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+ » Handorson,1994 (cofnp.)

Figure 3: Variation of the Strouhal Frequency with
Reynolds Number.

tal and computational results [14], [15], [36], [37]
are also presented in Figure 3 with the curve fitting
coefficients corresponding to Equation (17) summa-
rized in Table 1. The corresponding variation of
the base pressure coefficient with Reynolds number
Cpb(Re) is shown in Figure 4 with the experimental
errors quoted as being between 1% and 5%, refer-
ence [34]. Results of two-dimensional computations
of the "universal curve" using our method, refer-
ence [7], are shown in Figures 3 and 4 by circles
and are in very good agreement with the other ex-
perimental and computational data.

According to reference [37], above Re ~ 180 the
flow becomes three-dimensional and exhibits span-
wise vortex loops with a spanwise length scale of
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Figure 4: Variation of the Base pressure Coefficient
with Reynolds Number.

about 3 diameters (shedding mode "A"). The tran-
sition to three-dimensionality is subcritical [17] and
is marked by a discontinuous drop in the Strouhal
frequency, as shown in Figure 3. The exact rea-
son for this reduction in St is still not fully under-
stood and may be attributed to either primary vor-
tex deformations or to the spot-like "vortex disloca-
tions", described in references [38], [39]. The sec-
ond main discontinuity in the St(Re) curve occurs
at Re = 230 — 260, when the aforementioned vor-
tex loops give way to a finer scale vortex structure
(shedding mode "B"), described in detail in refer-
ences [37], [38]. It is important to note that the dou-
ble value region of the St(Re) curve corresponding to
this transition, Figure 3, is not hysteretic but reflects
temporal intermittency between the two modes A
and B [37].

6.1.2 Three-Dimensional Parallel Computa-
tions.

As demonstrated by the results presented in Fig-
ure 3 and 4, the two-dimensional computations
at Reynolds numbers above 180 fail to capture
the transition of the flow to a three-dimensional
mode and consequently deviate from the experimen-
tal data. In the present work, time-resolved three-
dimensional computations of vortex shedding from
a circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers 150, 225
and 250 are performed to assess the accuracy and
parallel efficiency of the present algorithm in three
dimensions.

The computations are performed on an 0-H-mesh
using 96 x 64 x 32 cells with the far field boundary
extended 25 diameters from the center of the cylin-
der. The aspect ratio of the cylinder is L/D = 6.4.

Cl
Odniaz

Cpb
St

Grid 128x128
2-D Shedding

±0.703
1.26
-1.00
0.201

Grid 96x64x32
Initial 2-D

±0.701
1.27
-1.02
0.205

3-D
Modulated

1.20
-0.855
0.186

Table 2: Comparison of the 2-D and 3-D re-
sults, Re=225.

When periodic boundary conditions are used to sim-
ulate a cylinder of infinite span, the aspect ratio of
a cylinder plays an important role by selecting the
discrete spectrum of allowed spanwise modes. This
can be compared to the nearly continuous spectrum
realized in the very high aspect ratio experimental
settings. Extra care must be taken in the case of
Reynolds numbers close to the transition between
2-D and 3-D flow regimes (in the neighborhood of
Re = 180) since, according to the spectral Floquet
stability analysis [15], [4], the flow is only unstable
to a narrow band of spanwise modes. This suggests
that certain values of aspect ratio L/D may poten-
tially suppress the modes responsible for the onset
of the three-dimensionality and consequently lead to
overprediction of Rec.4

The recent study by Henderson [4], addresses this
issue in great detail and identifies the range of un-
stable modes as a function of the Reynolds num-
ber. For the computations discussed in this section
(Re — 225,250) the modes with wavelengths be-
tween approximately 2.8 and 6.5 diameters are ex-
pected to fall into the range which is unstable to
three dimensional disturbances.

An initial disturbance is introduced in the flow
to expedite the onset of the shedding. The distur-
bance imitates the distributed torsional deformation
of a cylinder: spanwise sections of a cylinder are
rotated in their planes with a common frequency
but with a random number generated amplitude be-
tween 0° and 5° degrees and then stopped. The
spanwise variation of the base pressure coefficient
d(Cpb) = Cpbmax — Cpbmjn is considered as one of
the indicators of the flow three-dimensionality. Its
time history is shown in Figure 5 for Re = 150
and Re, = 225. The results for Re = 150 exhibit
a decaying response to the initial disturbance and
reach, asymptotically, a two-dimensional shedding,
which is in agreement with the experimental pre-
dictions. At Re = 225 the flow is unstable to the
same disturbance: initially the flow develops es-
sentially two-dimensional shedding, and then, the
d(Cpb) and the maximum spanwise velocity com-
ponent gradually increase by two orders in magni-

4 It is interesting to mention that the transition to the un-
steady regime occurs at Reynolds numbers strongly depend-
ing on the aspect ratio of a cylinder [29], with the minimum
at L/D -4 oo, Section 6.1.1.
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cient is observed in Figure 6, presumably indicating
the formation of vortices with varying degrees of co-
herence along the spanwise direction. Also, not only
the Cl amplitude, but also the shedding period it-
self were found to vary with time. This suggests
that a single St frequency description is inadequate
for this flow regime and possibly explains the double
value region in the experimental St(Re) curve [37].
These findings are in line with experimental obser-
vations [39] and can be potentially explained by
the vortex dislocation mechanism [38]. Nevertheless,
higher aspect ratio computations may be necessary
to investigate this phenomenon. One can observe
two distinctive patterns in time histories of d(Cpb)
and the Cl, superimposed in Figure 7. The corre-

Ffcnvovof H Circular Cytindar. Re = 225. Grid: 96x64*32

Figure 5: Disturbance Evolution as Measured by
the Spanwise Variation of Base Pressure Coefficient
dCpb(t). Three-Dimensional Flow around Circular
Cylinder, Re=150 and Re=225.

tude until the fully evolved 3-D shedding results.
The time-averaged flow quantities corresponding to
the initial parallel shedding regime agree reasonably
well with those computed by the two-dimensional
solver, as compared in Table 2, given the difference
in spatial resolution of the two meshes. The time
evolution of the lift coefficient for the Re = 225
case is shown in Figure 6. The onset of three- o 50 100 i!

Flow over ftCirailar Cytindar. Re>?9S Qrid

Figure 6: Three-Dimensional Flow over a Circular
Cylinder. Evolution of the Lift Coefficient.

dimensionality is marked by a sharp reduction in
the lift coefficient, the Strouhal frequency and the
base suction (—Cpb). This is similar to the results
of a computation with Re = 525, described in refer-
ence [3]. A pronounced modulation of the lift coeffi-

Figure 7: Superimposed Time Evolution of Cl and
d(Cpb), Re=225.

lation of d(Cpb) with Cl seems to suggest an inter-
mittency between two distinctive shedding modes.
A "coherent" C-mode, defined by high Cl and regu-
lar small-amplitude d(Cpb) variations, corresponds
to essentially two-dimensional flow behavior next to
the cylinder. By contrast, low Cl and sporadic large-
amplitude excursions of d(Cpb) ("uncorrelated" U-
mode) reveal a highly three-dimensional vortex for-
mation region next to the cylinder's surface. Thus,
the region where transition to three-dimensionality
occurs migrates continuously up- and downstream
between the cylinder and the near wake. This find-
ing may explain the Cl modulation, the accompa-
nying temporal variation of the shedding period and
the double value region of the St(Re) curve observed
in the experiments.

Time-averaged results for the three-dimensional
shedding mode for Reynolds numbers 225 and 250
are shown in Figures 3 and 4 with circles. Excellent
agreement is observed with the lower branches of the
experimental data curves corresponding to the shed-
ding mode "A" as defined in references [37], [38].
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Figure 8: Parallel Speedup in Three Dimensional
Calculations.

According to this source, the "A" mode of vor-
tex shedding is characterized by the presence of
the streamwise vortex loops with a spanwise wave-
length of about 3 diameters. Figures 9 and 10 show
that similar structures are observed in our compu-
tation with the wavelength equal to 3.2 diameters
at Reynolds number 250. Note that this wavelength
is indeed within the unstable spectrum reported in
reference [4]. The bending and eventual rupture of
the spanwise vortices and their interconnecting ribs,
observed in the computation, appear to be similar
to the vortical structures described in literature [4],
[3]. Further analysis of the flow regime using a finer
mesh and higher aspect ratio cylinder is necessary to
establish the grid independence and to investigate
the vorticity transport mechanism in more detail,
which is one of the directions for future work.

The fully developed three dimensional flow regime
was resolved using 40 time steps per shedding cycle
with 25 five-level W-multigrid cycles per time step.
This required less than 3 min. per time step using
6 wide nodes (RS6000/590) of IBM SP2. This cor-
responds to ~37 fisec per time step per mesh point
or ~24 min. per convective time scale. The parallel
speedup achieved by our algorithm on the relatively
coarse mesh used in the present work is shown in
Figure 8. Calculations on more spatially resolved
meshes (1 to 5 million points) result in lower task
granularity and can be performed efficiently on par-
allel clusters with large numbers of processors (64
and over). Provided that access to the adequate
computational resources is available, the present al-
gorithm can enable time resolved three-dimensional
computations on practical engineering meshes in less
than an hour per convective time scale.

Figure 9: Isosurface of Pressure for the Three-
Dimensional Flow around a Circular Cylinder,

Figure 10: Isosurface of Vorticity Magnitude (Top
View), Re=250.
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6.2 Flow over a Circular Half-
Cylinder

The discussion above was mainly focused on the flow
characteristics which refer to the body, such as the
base pressure and its variation along the span, the
lift coefficient evolution, and the Strouhal frequency.
On the other hand, it is also important to determine
how accurately the wake structure and temporal be-
havior are captured by the present algorithm. In
order to address these issues in more detail, we take
advantage of the experimental data collected by I.
Huang and G. Brown [18] for the flow over a circular
half-cylinder at Re = 350. This section presents val-
idation of the present method with an emphasis on
the flow parameters characterizing the vortex wake
region.

The computations were performed on an O-H-
mesh using 96 x 144 x 32 cells with the far field
boundary extended 30 diameters from the center of
the rear facing part of the semi cylinder. The aspect
ratio of a semi-cylinder is L/D = 6.4 and spanwise
periodicity is assumed. The computational geom-
etry is illustrated in Figure 11. An initial distur-

D VORTEX SHEDDING FROM A CIRCULAR HALF-CYLINDER. RE = 350.

Figure 11: Detail of the 0-H Mesh (Side View).

bance is introduced to expedite the onset of the vor-
tex shedding in the same way as explained in the
previous section. To further speed up the computa-
tion and save CPU time, the solution is advanced in
time with time step At = 5/24 (approximately 24
time steps per shedding cycle) until nondimensional
time t = 150 is reached. At this time level, the flow
is considered to be fully developed, statistic data ac-
cumulation and time averaging are initialized, and a
halved time step is used At = 5/48.

In Figure 12, the computed time averaged cen-
terline streamwise velocity U is compared with the
time averaged hot wire measurement data [18] avail-
able at locations from 2 to 20 diameters downstream
of the semi-cylinder. It can be seen from Figure 12,
that the computational results are in excellent agree-
ment with the experimental data at all locations ex-
cept for the first (2 diameters downstream) and the
last one (20 diameters downstream). The former

__ COMPUTATION (BELOV. MAHTIMELU. JAMESON. I

000 EXPERIMENTfBROWNANDHUANG. 1996}.:

NONDIMENSIONAL DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM. K/O.

Figure 12j_ Time Averaged Centerline Streamwise
Velocity, U.

deviation can be explained by the fact that the hot
wire measurements register the magnitude of the ve-
locity and thus refer to the time averaged absolute
value rather than the true average. The difference
between the two averages may therefore be caused
by periodic flow reversals observed in the computa-
tion in the near field of the half-cylinder (x/D < 4)
including at the location x/D = 2. In the far field,
the momentum defect profiles can be expected to
flatten out due to diffusion and mixing effects as
the downstream^istance increases, thus causing the
centerline value U to increase monotonically with x.
The reduction in the experimentally observed value
of U at x/D = 20 is thus counterintuitive and may
simply indicate the experimental error bounds.

Important information regarding the accuracy of
the wake flow simulations can be discerned from the
computed velocity defect profiles, which are super-
imposed with the experimental ones in Figures 14.
The terracing of the computational data is due to
the piecewise-constant interpolation used to project
the data from the curvilinear mesh to the probe loca-
tions. As it can be seen from Figures 14, the spread
and magnitude of the profiles are in close agreement
with the experimental data for the most part of the
flow, except at the locations already identified above
x/D = 2 and x/D = 20. A minor overshoot (less
than 2%) consistently observed in the computed U
profiles may be attributed to blockage effects. These
can be estimated by the ratio of the radius of the
half-cylinder r = 0.5 to the distance to the far field
R = 30 which is indeed close to the two percent. The
accurate capture of the rate of spread of the veloc-
ity defect profiles, exhibited in our computations, is
particularly informative and suggests that the wake
is dominated by physical rather than by numerical
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diffusion. The time averaged profiles of the stream-
wise velocity fluctuation are plotted in Figures 15.
The computational results are derived from the time
averages of the streamwise velocity and the velocity
squared, taking advantage of the following relation-
ship _____

fP = (J7 + M')2 = f/2 + M7M7, (18)

where of course 2Uu' = 0. The computational re-
sults exhibit a higher rate of decay of the fluctuation
energy (as a function of the downstream distance)
than the experimental data in the far field region
x/D > 12. This suggests that, as the mesh becomes
coarser, the streamwise velocity fluctuations are af-
fected by the numerical diffusion.

A time series of the x-component of the velocity
has been computed at the location (x/D, y/D) =
(1.0,0.5). A power spectral density plot of this data
is compared in Figure 13 with the experimental spec-
trum, taken at the same location. One can see from

3-D VORTEX SHEDDING FROM A CIRCULAR HALF-CYLINDER. RE « 350.
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Figure 13: Power Spectrum of Fluctuating Stream-
wise Velocity at (x/D, y/D) - (1.0,0.5).

the Figure 13 that the Strouhal frequency is accu-
rately captured in the computation and both low
and high frequency regions are in good agreement
with the experimental data, up to a nondimensional
frequency of approximately 10 x St. Beyond this
threshold, the experimental curve flattens out, per-
haps due to high frequency noise. Another possible
explanation of the deviation is that the high tem-
poral frequency modes are effectively damped out
in the computation thus indicating the cutoff fre-
quency of the numerical dissipation model employed
in this work.5 In any case, it should be noted that
the high frequency modes have an energy content
three to five orders of magnitude smaller than the

energy bearing modes in the lower part of the spec-
trum and thus can be expected to have a negligible
effect on the overall solution. This observation leads
to the conclusion that a wide range of the important
scales is adequately resolved in our computation.
However, the computed spectrum exhibits stronger
correlation at the Strouhal frequency as compared
to the experiment. This is consistent with a slight
overprediction in the computed streamwise velocity
fluctuations u'u' in the near field of the half-cylinder
and suggests a reduced rate of the three-dimensional
energy transfer to the spanwise w'w' fluctuations
because of the relatively low aspect ratio computa-
tional settings (L/D — 6.4). To address this issue,
a study of the aspect ratio and mesh resolution ef-
fects on the computed solution is planned and will
be presented in a future work.

7 Conclusions
The results of the test calculations performed so
far indicate that our solver is both accurate and
very efficient for three dimensional unsteady incom-
pressible flows. The key to the algorithm's effi-
ciency is the implicit backward time discretization
coupled with the multigrid acceleration technique,
which enables fast convergence of the subiteration to
be achieved at each time step. A point-implicit for-
mulation in pseudo-time allows improvement of ef-
ficiency even further by decoupling the pseudo-time
step from the physical time step. The multigrid-
driven algorithm is highly suitable for parallel archi-
tectures as demonstrated by the speedup obtained
on up to 16 processors of an IBM SP2 computer, pre-
sented in Figure 8. Preliminary computations per-
formed on a mesh with over one million cells required
about 6 x 10~°sec per mesh point per subiteration
on 32 wide nodes (RS6000/590) of IBM SP2. This
suggests that time-resolved computations over ge-
ometries of engineering complexity can be obtained
in less than one hour per convective time-scale.

Based on the analysis of the computational re-
sults presented here, we conclude that the proposed
scheme provides an accurate and efficient way of
computing time-dependent incompressible flows.

5The small time scales primarily correspond to the high
spatial frequency modes which are filtered out by the artificial
dissipation term 11.
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Figure 15: Time Averaged Strearnwise Velocity Fluctuations, u'u'\ at x/D — 2,4, ...,20. 'ooo' - Experiment
(Brown and Huang, 1996), '—' Computation (Belov, Martinelli, and Jameson, 1996).
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